or dependency on information that is difficult to obtain. Moreover, the prediction of whether a slope will fail or not is often a complex multi-variable modelling problem that is characterized by a high dimensionality. Accordingly, aiming to overcome this limitation, in this original work we take advantage of the learning capabilities of flexible DM algorithms, such as the Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs), which can automatically learn from the data through complex nonlinear mappings. These DM algorithms were used to fit a large database of soil embankments slopes in order to predict their stability condition according to a pre-defined classification scale based on four levels (classes). One of the premises underlying this work is to identify the real stability condition of a given slope based on information that can be easily obtained through visual routine inspections. Aiming at such goal, more than fifty variables related with data collected during routine inspections, as well as geometric, geological and geographic data, were used to feed the data-driven models. This type of visual information is sufficient from the point of view of the network management, allowing the identification of critical zones for which more detailed information can then be obtained in order to perform more detailed stability analysis, which is out of the scope of this study.
Besides showing that interesting predictive performances can be achieved by the data-driven models, in this study also detailed sensitivity analysis was applied over the proposed models, allowing to identify the key variables in the stability condition prediction of soil embankments slopes, as well as quantify their global effect on the target variable.
In summary, this proposal will allow to identify the stability condition level of a given soil embankment slope based on visual information that, in most of the cases, can be easily obtained during routine inspections. Such novel approach is intended to support railway network management companies to allocate the available funds in the priority assets according to its stability condition.
DATA CHARACTERIZATION
The proposed model to identify the stability condition, from this point referred to as EHC (Earthwork Hazard Category, (Power et al. 2016) ), of soil embankments were developed using DM techniques and considering a database containing 25673 records.
The EHC system comprises 4 classes ("A", "B", "C" and "D") where "A" represents a slope with good stability condition and "D" a slope with bad stability condition. In other words, the expected probability of failure is higher for class "D" and lower for class "A". To fit the model for EHC prediction of soil embankments, a database was compiled containing information collected during routine inspections and complemented with geometric, geological and geographic data of each slope. The databases was gathered by Networ Rail workers and is concerned with the railway network of the UK. For each slope a class of the EHC system was defined by the NetworkRail Engineers based on their experience, which will be assumed as proxy for the real stability condition of the slope for year 2015. Figure 1 depicts the distribution of EHC classes. From its analysis, it is possible to observe a high asymmetric distribution (imbalanced data) of the records for each EHC class. Indeed, more than 63% of the embankments are classified as "A" and only 2.5% 3
Tinoco et al., belongs to class "D". Although this type of asymmetric distribution, where most of the slopes present a low probability of failure (class "A"), is normal and desirable from the safety point of view and slope network management, it can represent an important challenge for DM models learning, as detailed in next section. For demonstrative purposes, Figure 2 shows the distribution of EHC across several input variables. Due to space limitations, the figure includes only the 20 most relevant input variables, as measured by a sensitivity analysis procedure (Cortez and Embrechts 2013) that was performed over the best data mining (DM) model (ANN model following an OVERed approach and according to a nominal classification strategy, Section "Model interpretation"). Nevertheless, it should be noted that DM models perform a multidimensional analysis, including interactions between inputs variables, which cannot be seen by the histograms of Figure 2 .
The proposed models for EHC identification of soil embankments consider 53 variables normally collected during routine inspections as well as geometric, geographic and geological information. Bellow are listed all variables used during the present study as model inputs:
• Actual Angle1 • 
METHODOLOGY

Modelling
To model EHC prediction of soil embankments two of the most popular DM algorithms, namely ANNs and SVMs were applied. Both algorithms had already been successful applied in different knowledge domains (Liao et al. 2012; Garg et al. 2014; Javadi et al. 2012) including in civil engineering (Tinoco et al. 2014a; Tinoco et al. 2014b; Gomes Correia et al. 2013; Miranda et al. 2011 ). There are also some examples of ANN and SVM applications in slope stability analysis Yao et al. 2008; Cheng et al. 2012a) .
ANN are learning machines that were initially inspired in functioning of the human brain (Kenig et al. 2001 ). The information is processed using iteration among several neurons. ANNs are considered nonlinear statistical data modelling tools where the complex relationships between inputs and outputs are modelled in order tp find patterns. This technique is capable of modelling complex non-linear mappings and is robust in exploration of data with noise. In this study the multilayer perceptron that contains only feedforward connections, with one hidden layer containing H processing units, was adopted.
Because the network's performance is sensitive to H (a trade-off between fitting accuracy and generalisation capability), we adopt a grid search of {0, 2, 4, 6, 8} under an internal (i.e. applied over training data) three fold cross validation during the learning phase to find the best H value. Such grid search only considered training data, dividing it into fitting (70%) and validation data (30%), where the validation error was used to select the best H. In other words, a different model (under a cross validation approach) was trained for each H value. Then the best model is selected according to the lowest validation error. After selecting the best H value, the ANN is retrained with the whole training data. The neural function of the hidden nodes was set to the popular logistic function 1/(1 + e −x ). Hence, the general model of the ANN is given by Hastie et al.
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where w j,i represents the weight of the connection from neuron j to unit I (if j = 0, then it is a bias connection), o corresponds to an output unit, f is a logistic function and I is the number of input neurons. ANN optimization was done via the BFGS method (Venables and Ripley 2003) . Method "BFGS" is a quasi-Newton method (also known as a variable metric algorithm), specifically that published simultaneously in 1970 by Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno. This uses function values and gradients to build up a picture of the surface to be optimized (Cortez 2010) . SVMs are based on the concept of decision planes that define decision boundaries. A decision plane is one that separates between a set of objects having different class memberships. They were initially proposed for classification tasks (Cortes and Vapnik 1995) . Then it became possible to apply SVM to regression tasks after the introduction of the -insensitive loss function (Smola and Schölkopf 2004) . The main purpose of the SVM is to transform input data into a high-dimensional feature space using non-linear mapping. The SVM then finds the best linear separating hyperplane, related to a set of support vector points, in the feature space. This transformation depends on a kernel function. In this work the popular Gaussian kernel (Hastie et al. 2009 ) was adopted. In this context, its performance is affected by three parameters: γ, the parameter of the kernel; C, a penalty parameter; and (only for regression), the width of a -insensitive zone (Safarzadegan Gilan et al. 2012 ). The heuristics proposed by Cherkassky and Ma (2004) were used to define the first two parameter values, C=3 (for a standardised output) and =σ/ √ N, whereσ = 1.5/N · N i=1 y i −ŷ i 2 , y i is the measured value, y i is the value predicted by a 3-nearest neighbour algorithm and N is the number of examples. A grid search (similar to the one used for ANN) of 2 {−1,−3,−7,−9} was adopted to optimise the kernel parameter γ, under the same internal threefold cross-validation scheme adopted for ANN. The problem of EHC prediction of soil embankments was initially approached following a nominal classification strategy. However, aiming to improve models performance, the problem was also addressed following a regression task by adopting a numeric regression scale instead of class labels, where A = 1, B = 2, C = 4, D = 10. The regression strategy requires the correct setting of the scale class values and for a given problem it is not clear what is the "best" scale. In this paper, the scale values were set using domain knowledge, putting higher distances for the more important classes (e.g. C and D). In addition, some other different regression scales (e.g. 1, 2, 20, 100) have been tested. However, the best performance was achieved using 1, 2, 4 10.
Moreover, in order to minimize the effect of the imbalanced data (Weiss and Provost 2003) (which is particular relevant for this application domain, see Figure 1 ), two resampling approaches were applied over the training data before fitting the models, namely Oversampling (Ling and Li 1998) and SMOTE (Chawla et al. 2002) . When approaching imbalanced classification tasks, where there is at least one target class label with a smaller number of training samples when compared with other target class labels, the simple use of a DM training algorithm will often lead to data-driven models with 7
Tinoco et al., better prediction accuracies for the majority classes and worst classification accuracies for the minority classes. Thus, techniques that adjust the training data in order to balance the output class labels, such as Oversampling and SMOTE, are commonly used with imbalanced datasets. In particular, Oversampling is a simple technique that randomly adds samples (with repetition) of the minority classes to the training data, such that the final training set is balanced. SMOTE is a more sophisticated technique that creates "new data" by looking at nearest neighbors to establish a neighborhood and then sampling from within that neighborhood. It operates on the assumptions that the original data is similar because of proximity. More recently, Torgo et al. (2015) adapted the SMOTE method for regression tasks. In the framework of SMOTE approach, and concerning to the nearest neighbour k value, several values were tried and at the end a k = 3 was adopted, which lead to the best overall performance. Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the methodology applied for EHC prediction of soil embankments slopes. All experiments were conducted using the R statistical environment (Team 2009 ) and supported through the rminer package (Cortez 2010) , which facilitates the implementation of ANNs and SVMs algorithms, as well as different validation approaches such as cross-validation.
Soil Embankments dataset
Models evaluation
For models evaluation and comparison we used four classification metrics: average utility score (AUS), recall, precision and F1-score.
A cost-benefit matrix (CBM) is used to compute the AUS (Baía and Torgo 2015) , which averages all individual predictions in terms of their expected cost or benefit. This approach intends to calculate a metric more directly related to a particular real-world problem. In this work, CBM was set in order to reflects the ECH classification system and the characteristics of its slope identification tasks (Table 1) . The assumption behind 8
Tinoco et al., May 29, 2018 the adopted CBM was to penalise every misclassification but using different weights according to the "distance" of the misclassification and putting larger penalties to bad stability condition (the ones that are more important to be correctly classified). For example, if a particular soil slope was identified as class "A" (true condition), then the benefit is +1 if the model predicts the same class. For the same sample, the cost is −4 if the model predicts a class "C" and it doubles to −8 if the prediction is class "D". It should also be noted that the adopted CBM is not symmetrical. For example, predicting class "D" for a true observation of "A" leads to a cost of −8, which is half the cost when predicting class "A" for a true "D" slope condition. Table 1 . Cost-benefit matrix adopted for both rock and soil cuttings slopes studies.
The recall measures the ratio of how many cases of a certain class were properly captured by the model. In other words, the recall of a certain class is given by:
On the other hand, the precision measures the correctness of the model when it predicts a certain class. More specifically, the precision of a certain class is given by:
The F1-score was also calculated, which represents a trade-off between the recall and precision of a class. The F1-score corresponds to the harmonic mean of precision and recall, according to the following expression:
For all four metrics, the higher the value, the better are the predictions. The AUS values can be negative (if on average, the predictions lead to a cost) and the ideal predictor will have an AUS of 1. The other metrics, recall, precision and F1-score can range from 0% to 100%.
The generalization capacity of the models was accessed through a 5-fold crossvalidation approach under 20 runs (Hastie et al. 2009 ). This means that each modelling setup is trained 5 × 20 = 100 times. Also, the four prediction metrics are always computed on test unseen data (as provided by the 5-fold validation procedure).
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Sensitivity analysis
As important as model performance is its interpretability. It is well known that datadriven models, namely those based on ANNs ao AVMs algorithms, are often viewed as complex models, which are difficult to be understood by human experts. Indeed, they are often treated as "black box" models. Yet, in critical domains it is important to extract human understandable data-driven knowledge. For such purpose, in this work a detailed sensitivity analysis (SA) (Cortez and Embrechts 2013) we applied over the proposed predictive models. SA is a simple method that is executed after the training phase and measures the model responses when a given input is changed, allowing to quantify the relative importance of each attribute, as well as its average effect on the target variable.
In particular, the global sensitivity analysis (GSA) method (Cortez and Embrechts 2011) was applied, which is able to detect interactions among input attributes. This is achieved by performing a simultaneous variation of F inputs (that can range from 1, one dimensional SA, denoted as 1-D, to I, I-D SA). Each input is varied through its range with L levels and the remaining inputs are kept fix to a b baseline value. In this work, the number of levels was set to 7 (L = 7), which allows an interesting detail level under a reasonable amount of computational effort; and b is the average input variable value.
First, the DM model is fitted to the whole dataset. Then, the GSA algorithm is applied to the fitted DM model, being the respective sensitivity responses stored. Next, using these responses, two important visualization techniques can be computed. The input importance bar plot shows the relative influence of each input variable (from 0% to 100%). The rational of SA is that the higher the changes produced in the output, the more important is the input. To measure this effect, and following the suggestion of Cortez and Embrechts (2011) , the gradient metric was adopted:
where a denotes the input variable under analysis,ŷ a, j is the sensitivity response for x a, j . Having computed the gradient for all inputs, then the relative importance (R a ) is calculated using:
To analyse the average impact of a given input x a in the fitted model, the variable effect characteristic (VEC) curve can be used, which plots the attribute L level values (x-axis) versus the SA responses (y-axis). Between two consecutive x a, j values, the VEC plot performs a linear interpolation. To enhance the visualization analysis, several VEC curves can be plotted in the same graph. In such case, the x-axis is scaled (e.g. within [0,1]) for all x a values. algorithms (ANN and SVM) were applied for EHC prediction under two distinct modelling strategies: nominal classification and regression. Moreover, in order to overcome the problem of imbalanced data, three training sampling approaches were explored: Normal (no resampling), OVERed (Oversampling) and SMOTEd (SMOTE). In the case of regression, two sampling approaches are compared: Normal (no resampling) and SMOTEd (SMOTE for regression). It should be noted that the different sampling approaches were applied only to training data, used to fit the data-driven models, and the test data (as provided by the 5-fold procedure) was kept without any change. Table 2 summarizes AUS, recall, precision and F1-score of all fitted models for EHC prediction of soil embankments, according to a nominal classification and regression strategies, as well as using SMOTE and Oversampling resampling approaches. For a better analysis and models comparison, Figure 4 compares recall, precision and F1-score metrics of all models in EHC prediction following a nominal classification strategy. The proposed models, particularly those based on ANNs algorithm, are able to identify very accurately soil embankments of class "A", observing a slightly decreasing on its performance for the other three classes. Considering F1-score as reference, for class "A" a value higher than 92% was achieved. Concerning to class "D" also a very promising performance is observed with an F1-score around 55%. Comparing ANN and SVM algorithms, its clear that the first one performs better, particularly for classes "C" and "D", where the probability of failure is higher.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Models performance
Analysing the effect of the training sampling approaches (oversampling e SMOTE), it is observed some effectiveness for class "D" (minority class). For the other classes, the application of a sampling approach seems to be ineffective. Indeed, and considering F1-Score as reference, better results are achieved with no resampling. These results show that applying a training sampling approach allows to improve models performance in the identification of the minority classes but decreasing its response for the other classes. In fact, taking in account that these training sampling approaches are tailed to address learning problems related with the minority classes in imbalanced datasets, it is acceptable and expected to observe a slightly decrease in the majority classes performance. Comparing oversampling and SMOTE approaches, the first one seems to be more effective. Figure 5 compares models performance based on recall, precision and F1-score metrics following a regression strategy. Also here, ANNs performs better than SVMs, particularly for class "C" and mainly for class "D". On the other hand, and similarly to the nominal classification strategy, a very high accuracy is observed in stability condition identification of soil embankments of class "A", with an F1-score higher than 91%. For the remaining classes, models performance decreases slightly, have achieving an F1-score around 58% for class "D", according to ANN algorithm. Following a regression strategy, the application of a resampling approach, i.e., SMOTE sampling, has a residual effect on models performance, even for minority classes.
Comparing both nominal classification and regression strategies based on AUS metric, Figure 6 shows that approaching the problem as a nominal classification is slightly more effective than following a regression strategy. Moreover, Figure illustrates the higher performance of ANNs in stability condition identification of soil embankments when compared with SVMs. Furthermore, keeping in mind that the ideal predictor has an AUS of 1, the highest value of 0.28 (achieved by ANN algorithm with no resampling), shows that, on average, models performance require further improvements. Figures 7 and 8 show the relation between observed and predicted EHC values according to the best fits, following a nominal classification and regression strategies respectively. From its analysis, it is clear the superior performance of ANNs in stability condition identification of soil embankments when compared to SVMs. Indeed, SVM algorithm has some difficulty to correctly identify soil embankments of class "D". Besides that, it is also possible to observe that soil embankments of class "A" are very well identified by all models, particularly those based on ANN algorithm. Moreover, soil embankments of class "D" are better identified when a resampling approach is applied, as depicted in Figure 7a and Figure 7b .
In overall, one can conclude that the best model for stability condition identification of soil embankments is those based on ANN algorithm, by applying a oversampling approach and following a nominal classification strategy. Although the best metrics values (e.g. AUS or F1-score) are related to ANN model with no resampling and following a nominal classification strategy, comparing Figure 7a and Figure 7b the last one (ANN with oversampling) is more efficient in class "D" identification (more than 63%), which is a key point within the problem domain due to their highest probability of failure. Moreover, and according to this model, it is also interesting to observe that when the stability condition of a given slope is not correctly identified, such slope is classified as belonging to the nearest class. For example, almost all soil embankments of class "D" not identified as it are classified as belong to class "C".
Models interpretation
As importance as model performance is its interpretability, in particular when are involved data-driven models, namely those based on ANNs or SVMs algorithms. Due to its mathematical complexity, such models are difficult to understand and are usually treated as "black box". Therefore, it is important to "open" such models in order to understand what have been learned by them. In this work a GSA methodology (Cortez and Embrechts 2013) was applied aiming to identify the key parameters (input importance bar plot, 1-D SA) and their average influence on the output response (VEC curves). Figure 9 shows the relative importance of the twenty more relevant variables according to the ANN model with oversampling and following a nominal classification strategy, which was identified as the best model for stability condition identification of soil embankments and will be used from this point for model interpretation. embankments are related with the height of the slope, summing more than 20% of the total influence. Moreover, "Embankment Opposite Side Condition" as well as "Validate Track Movement" also play an important role in EHC prediction of soil embankments. In addition to the relative importance of each model attribute, it was also measured the effect of the key variables in stability condition prediction of soil embankments. Figure 10a plots the influence of "Actual Height3" in the probability of each EHC class. As expected, increasing slope height, the probability of a soil embankment be classified as "A" decreases. Indeed, if the slope height increase until 10 meters, the probability of such slope be classified as "A" decrease more than 0.7 points. On Figure 10b is depicted the effect of the second most relevant variable in EHC prediction of soil embankments ("Actual Height1"). In this case, the influence of "Actual Height1" in the probability of class "A" is not so pronounced. For example, while for an "Actual Height3" higher than 20m the probability of class "A" decrease to lower than 25%, the probability of class "A" for an "Actual Height1" is always higher than 27%.
FINAL REMARKS
This study is the first known attempt to predict EHC (Earthwork Hazard Category), assessed by four class ("A", "B","C" and "D"), of soil embankments through the application of soft computing techniques and considering as model attributes information usually collected during routine inspections (visual information). A very promising predictive performance was observed, with F1-score values higher than 92% for class "A", around 66% for classes "B" and "C" and close to 57% for class "D". Moreover, it was shown that Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) perform better EHC prediction when compared with Support Vector Machines (SVM). In addition, the application of a resampling approach (aiming to overcome the problem of imbalanced data), namely the Oversampling method, allows to improve the predictive performance, particularly for the minority class "D". Finally, a sensitivity analysis approach was used to open the proposed ANN model, revealing that three of the most relevant inputs for EHC prediction of soil embankments (accounting for 20% of the influence) are related with the height of the slope, which was expected from a geotechnical point of view.
As a final observation, the overall performance achieved in EHC prediction of soil embankments based on soft computing techniques, open good expectations for pursuing in further developments. In particular, and taking into account the high number of variables used as models inputs, in future works it is intended to reduce the number of variables trough the application of some feature selection (e.g., through the application of genetic algorithms). This will allow reducing models complexity and eventually improving their performance. Moreover, important contributions can also be taken .
